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About This Content

For the first time ever see the art that went into the development of the first 2D HD TY the Tasmanian Tiger game. Get a
glimpse into the making of this latest installment of the popular franchise as it makes a return after nearly a decade. Also

included are unused concepts from this and previous incarnations of the game.
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Title: TY the Tasmanian Tiger 4 - The Art of
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Krome Studios
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1, Windows® 8/8.1 (32bit and 64bit), Windows® 10 (32bit and 64bit)

Processor: 3.0 GHz Intel® Pentium® 4 or 1.8 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64 3000+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 6800GT or AMD Radeon X1950 Pro (256MB VRAM with Shader Model 3.0 or higher)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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IF YOU DONT HAVE AN XBOX CONTROLLER YOU CANT PLAY IT CAUSE I DOWNLOADED THIS GAME AND
WAS VERY EXCITED TILL I FOUND OUT THAT YOU NEED AN XBOX CONTROLLER TO PLAY WITH, I TRIED
MY PS4 CONTROLLER BUT THAT DIDNT WORK.. Masked shooters 2 is one of the funniest games I have played in a
really long time for the $0.49 this game is absolutely amazing you really can't beat the deal.
At first when I was buying this game I just was looking for a cheap FPS game I could play with my friend. I thought the game
looked really dumb and had horrible graphics. Even though the graphics are not the best and the game is a little bit broken
I would 100% buy this game. It is still fun with the bugs that it has. The bugs don't really effect you're Game experience. I
would recommend this to anyone that has the extra money in there account for this game. - Graphite :D. Nice little love game ! I
did everything right at the first try, and had to think about how to get the failed achievements haha.
The fact that you can choose the name of the protagonists is great, but it's a bit sad that our lady has no voice.
I found it lovely to see, too. Nice design, even if the story could have been a touch longer..
*********************************************************
  Review Update... Since I placed my review on the Nov 10, 2017
 Launch date for this game for this game, the developer seems to
  be showing extremely suspect and corrupt behavior to try and
  counter my negative review.. I discuss my suspicions in this video:
  https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=y8mWfllLhc0 **********************************************************

100% Asset Flip of a the base game foundation asset kit on the Unity Store called "Space Shooter Starter Kit" from back in
2013: You can see that Unity asset kit right HERE: https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/11756

Feel free and watch me play this incomplete game which was flipped with ZERO effort put in by the asset flipping thieves
Drunken Apes on my Youtube "First Play on Launch Day!" First impressions look:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bOd1kuA36eo

If you want to give the actual developer of this support, please DO NOT buy this, but just go buy the actual asset kit on Unity
that is the victim of this asset flip theft.

Drunken Apes should be ashamed of this zero effort asset flip trash. Steam should be embarrased that they continue to allow
this zero effort trash to be uploaded and sold on their store front. NOT RECOMMENDED.

Recommended Instead: Bit Blaster XL for HALF THE PRICE, and it's actually a complete and finished game with much better
gameplay. Find it right HERE: http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/433950\/Bit_Blaster_XL\/. Gameplay and asthetic are
very similar to Double Dragon. However, Double Dragon is 30 years old and available for free. Does 99Vidas add anything new
to make it worth buying?

Sort of. There is a system of buying upgrades for your characters attacks. There is supposedly online play (although it wouldn't
work for me. )

There's no real story and the character dialog is awful and only semi skippable. The artwork is OK but imho not up to the
standard of Double Dragon or Final Fight. Worse than all that is the project seems to have no overall theme. What are Vidas?
Why are there 99 of them? Who are the characters we are playing? Why do they have different elemental attacks?

Play Streetfighter 2 for an hour and you can probably remember the story, who the villians are, what style of martial arts each of
the heroes uses, the heroes names. Play 99Vidas for an hour and you have no clue and/or won't remember.

. I always rate a game on how much was it worth the moeny i had to pay for it, this game was not worth 50 euro. The port is
crap, its buggy, has no 1080 fullscreen support. The story and the game itself are fun, but with such half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥efforts on
making a port its not worth more than 20 euro. Wait for a sale or get it on PS4 if you have it.. Old school classic. Who doesn't
like this game!. 30 mins of must have background music!

I love this soundtrack but I am disappointed that It is not an actual album or iTunes compatible...
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I want to be able to listen to it on repeat while I'm out and and away from my PC and while studying...

If it is possible could you please make this DLC soundtrack into an album so I can listen to it on iTunes?

Thank you.. Amazing! Great idea!
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Well made game. I realy liked the characters and dark atmosphere. I hope to see new updates coming soon.
. until my opponent departed we dueled for probably 50 minutes while I did about 10 minutes of survival. Had a blast playing an
online duel as well as the survival in the Waiting Room(Nice touch devs). Cant wait to hop back on tomorrow to get some duels
in. over all a very polished multiplatform game allowing for nice playerbase, I'd say worth the asking price of admission I expect
to get many more duels out of this!. Over-all I'm fairly on the fence as far as AGEOD games go. It took me years to honestly
find them that particularly interesting, and their older games had serious preformance issues in terms of turn time. I can safely
say Revolution under Siege addresses at least the technical flaws.

The game takes place during the Russian Civil War and depicts a fairly accurate, and fair representation of both sides and
historical/a-historical events. A number of the scenarios in the game are actually fairly different. Unfortunately the game is
fairly grognardy and a lot of the concepts are fairly hard to understand at first. Even after having invested 25+ hours into the
game and completed a playthrough as Western Whites and the Reds in the grand campaign I can't safely say I completely
understand the most effecient way to play the game. However, what I do appreciate is the freedom of action that is present in
the game. It truly feels like you are on the edge of your armchair as a general and commanding the very lives and fates of each
and every soldier in your corp.

Do I like the game? Yes. Can I recommend it for everyone? No, even if it won me over I have a great deal of interest in the time
period. It's a good game, and if you like hardcore and indepth strategy games then it's good. So, I'll give it a 'yes' but this is a soft
yes as a lot of people would find the game far too arbitrary.. shortest worst expieriance ive had in a vr title. these liberals plunge
into any different community they can and complain that people in those communitys bully them, they will here to just give
them time. also the video nothing was wrong with what those people were doing they were protesting the belief of murder of a
child while other liberals are out there crying and throwing a fit over donald trump, what i learned was that protest is only ok for
liberals and cry babies to do no one else can do it. ok message well sent lib\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 also
they show pictues of content i never even saw. Needs a stronger focus on waifus.

Another nice feature often lacking in these budget JRPG's and lacking here as well, is for the combat menus to remember your
input from the previous round, and for you to be able to hold down the button to get through repetitive combat a little more
comfortably.

The game also loses points for having an easy mode, and it is VERY easy, because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games
journalists thats why.

Pass.. Merging scape like mechanics with misterious atmosphere, fear and magic lore, the game seems very promising as it has
room for many improvements and new levels. Waiting for the new content to expand the review.. There is nothing to dislike,
everything is adorable!
Father and Daughter (8) succesfully made a Kickstarter-Game! And its epic!. This game is pretty awful. It's a good concept but
the execution is poor. The controls are horribly wonky and the game mechanics are unpolished. Do not recommend it. As a mod
it was probably great but as a purchasable game it doesn't stand on its own merit.
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